PRESS RELEASE:
Beyne NV resumes production of disc harrows: TerraDiscpro
Ichtegem, 24/04/2017 - Beyne NV has decided to resume the production of the disc harrows, TerraDiscpro. Within the foreseeable
future, the full range of fixed, drawn and folding machines will again be available. The first to be offered are the disc harrows with
a width of 3 m, 3,5 m and de folding units of 5 m. Beyne’s long-standing experience in producing high quality agricultural machines,
ensures that the TerraDiscpro will meet the same stringent requirements and price competitive solutions. Thanks to the fact that
the production of these disc harrows will be resumed using exactly the same options and components, Beyne can guarantee a
rapid startup. The machines shall be obtainable through the existing Beyne-dealer network. Also, the former Vogel&Noot-dealers
are offered the opportunity to further redistribute these machines. All spare parts for the TerraDiscpro, incl. the wear parts, will
also be available again.
Beyne views this expansion with much confidence and plans to add a few more products to her extensive range before long.
Beyne wants to thank you for your confidence and hopes to serve you even better in the future. For more information:
www.beyne.com
About TerraDiscpro:
TerraDiscpro is one of most successful cultivators of Vogel&Noot within Europe, renowned for its optimal performance, excellent
value & high reliability. Due to the continued demand for this high quality product, Beyne wants to resume production of these
disc harrows.
About Beyne:
Beyne is a Belgian manufacturer of agricultural sprayers, renowned for over 40 years for its quality and durability. All Beyne
sprayers are tailored to the customer’s needs. Beyne has an impressive repertoire and has its focus on the manufacturing of highquality agricultural sprayers at an affordable price. Beyne is a prominent leader on the European market through its extensive
range of mounted, trailed & self-propelled sprayers.
For more information: www.beyne.com
About IQ Parts:
Since the acquisition of Vogel&Noot, Beyne has taken over the production of wear parts for several brands and a limited number
of spare parts for Vogel&Noot machines, under the name IQ Parts. More info at: http://iq-parts.at/
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